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basic information type(s) video game developer(s) visceral games, ea montreal publisher(s) electronic arts status(es) released perspective third-person series army of two genre(s) tactical shooter, third-person shooter platform (s) playstation 3 and xbox 360 general features ratings technical information gameengine(s) frostbite 2 european
release playstation 3 and xbox 360 march29, 2013 north american release playstation 3 and xbox 360 march26, 2013 australian release playstation 3 and xbox 360 march28, 2013 japanese release playstation 3 and xbox 360 march28, 2013 awards changelog cheats codes codex compatibility covers credits dlc help localization manifest
modding patches ratings reviews screenshots soundtrack videos walkthrough the devil's back tattoo and devil breaker crest depict a pair of devil horns on a pitchfork. the pitchfork is angled upwards, which is different from the pitchfork used by the king of hell, king dice. the pitchfork is also inverted, unlike the upright one shown on king

dice. the devil may cry series has a history of antagonizing other ninja gaiden characters. although it is never explicitly stated, the presence of a devil may appear to suggest that the legendary protagonist ken may have been the demon's source of power. as a result, the term "ken devil" is often used to refer to an extremely powerful
version of ken, who is considered so powerful that he requires a different name. it is said that he was able to defeat the three strongest ninja, but died by the hands of one of the strongest kensei.
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nero has the ability to summon demons and raise devil breakers to fight the enemies that he encounters. on occasion, he can call out, "demon, come on out!" "demon, make yourself known!" "demon, show your self!" and "demon, come here!" nero can be called upon by pressing circle during a cutscene or during combat to summon one of
his devil breakers. this devil breaker can be summoned by nero pressing x with one or both of the sticks. they can also be summoned while the player is in their inventory. nero will usually select one of his armors to summon. this devil breaker has no special abilities and will normally be used as normal melee weapons. it can also be used

as a normal melee weapon. the majority of the devil breakers can be customized to nero's liking, ranging from colors, designs, icons, and added abilities. the primary customization options are the abilities which a player can equip on their devil breakers. the abilities can be selected from a list which can be found on each of the weapons, or
can be equipped by pressing r1 or l1 while equipped on a devil breaker. the button changes the colors, and the l1 will toggle the abilities on and off. there is also a button to remove the abilities from nero's weapons. each of the abilities has a description of their abilities on their icon, and their duration in the form of a percentage next to the

icon. the devil may cry series has built its reputation on the back of its in-game artwork, which was designed by the video game's main character, dante. although this series is primarily known for its action, dante also has a few plot-driven moments throughout the games, such as his decision to avenge his brother vergil's death at the
hands of the demon trishka, and on his quest to free his family from the clutches of the demon king mundus. his main weapons are his twin cutlass swords, vergil's and dante's, and his signature pistols the devil bringer. these three melee weapons are all that the player will need to take on the series' main antagonists; the demonic

hierarchy known as the four horsemen of the apocalypse. 5ec8ef588b
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